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Abstract

Objective: To evaluate the diagnostic value for late neonatal sepsis of white blood cell count (WBC) and assays for

C-reactive protein (CRP), interleukin-6 (IL-6) and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), in isolation and in conjunction.

Methods: This was a diagnostic test validation study. Chemiluminescence was used to assay CRP, IL-6 and TNF-α
at the time of clinical suspicion and again after 24 and 48 hours, whereas the WBC was performed only once, at the time

of suspicion. Patients were classified into three groups based on clinical progress and culture results: confirmed sepsis

(CS), probable sepsis (PS), and not infected (NI). Statistical analysis was performed using the Wilcoxon and chi-square

tests and Friedman analysis of variance; cutoffs were defined by plotting receiver operator characteristic curves.

Results: The total study sample comprised 82 children, 42 of whom were classed as CS, 16 as PS and 24 as NI. At

all three test times, the medians for CRP and IL-6 were significantly more elevated in the CS and PS groups, while the

medians for TNF-α were abnormal only in the CS group. The CRP test had elevated indices of diagnostic utility at all

three test times, better accuracy than the WBC and similar accuracy to the first IL-6 and TNF-α assays. There was no

statistical differencebetween thecytokines,norbetween themand theWBC.Combining testsdidnot increasediagnostic

power, with the exception of the combination of WBC with CRP2 and when the sequential CRP assays were combined.

Conclusions: Both CRP and WBC were useful for the diagnosis of late neonatal sepsis and comparable with IL-6

and TNF-α. Accuracy increased when CRP and WBC were combined and when sequential CRP assay results were used.
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Introduction

Sepsis remains one of the most common diseases of the

neonatal period and is still a significant cause of mortality and

morbidity.1,2 Factors linked to its prevalence among new-

borns (NB), especially preterm infants, include the need for

invasive procedures combined with immunological

immaturity.3-5
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Neonatal sepsis generally exhibits an insidious onset, with

signs and symptoms the majority of which are highly nonspe-

cific and easily confused with conditions to be expected based

on the age and clinical progress of very low weight NB, which

is sometimes unstable.5-8

Blood cultures are considered the gold standard for diag-

nosis of neonatal sepsis. Nevertheless, their positivity varies

widely (50 to 87%) and the results are not available rapidly

for use in defining therapeutic management. For this reason,

other, faster, laboratory tests are used. The tests used include

the white blood cell count (WBC) and assays for markers of

inflammatory reaction in serum, such as interleukin-8,

C-reactive protein (CRP), interleukin-6 (IL-6), tumor necro-

sis factor alpha (TNF-α) and procalcitonin.5,8-10

These biological markers, combined with clinical assess-

ment, increase the probability of correct diagnosis and offer

physicians greater confidence in promptly initiating antimi-

crobial therapy, in parallel with supportive care. On the other

hand, they can also avoid the indiscriminate use of antibiotic

treatment, thereby reducing the risk of multi-resistant patho-

gens developing and helping reduce hospital costs.4,8,11,12

Thus, the objective of this study was to investigate the

valueof theWBC,CRP, IL-6 andTNF-α, in isolation and in com-

bination, for detecting late neonatal sepsis at three different

times during the first 48 hours of the disease.

Methods

This is a diagnostic test validation study. The research was

approved by the Research Ethics Committee at the institu-

tion, and the blood samples for the tests were authorized by

parents by signing a free and informed consent form.

Patients chosen for the study were all NB with a clinical

suspicion of late neonatal sepsis admitted to a neonatal inten-

sive care unit (ICU) between September of 2001 and May of

2003. Late neonatal sepsis was defined as sepsis in which the

first symptomsemergeaftermore than48hoursof life.13 Chil-

dren were excluded if they had a confirmed congenital chronic

infection, if they had been given immunoglobulin, if free and

informed consent form was not signed by parents or if it was

not possible to take blood for the sequential assays for the

markers (at least two of the three samples).

The following signs and symptoms, in varying combina-

tions, were considered clinical indicators of sepsis: hypother-

mia or hyperthermia, apnea, bradycardia, tachycardia,

hypoactivity, pallor, changes to peripheral perfusion, moan-

ing, tachypnea, worsening of breathing, cyanosis, vomiting,

gastric residues, abdominal distension, enterorrhagia, bleed-

ing in general or acute changes in tone or behavior (hypoto-

nia or hypertonia, irritability, lethargy, convulsions).

In accordance with the ICU’s routine procedure, those NB

with a clinical suspicion of late sepsis had blood samples taken

for a full blood test, CRP assay and blood cultures, in addition

to cerebrospinal fluid and urine samples. After the cultures

had been taken, antibiotic therapy was initiated in all cases.

Chest and/or abdominal X rays were taken as necessary.

The WBC results were considered abnormal if both the

total number of neutrophils and the immature/total neutro-

phil ratio were abnormal simultaneously.14 The routine CRP

assay normally used when treating NB is performed by

nephelometry (with a cutoff of 1 mg/dL) and the results of

those tests were not included in this analysis. For the pur-

poses of this study, CRP was assayed later, at the same time

as IL-6 and TNF-α.

The blood samples for blood cultures were taken sequen-

tially from distinct sites, always of peripheral blood, using

aseptic techniques, and theblood culturewere readautomati-

cally (BacT/ALERT® PF, BioMerieux Inc., Durham, NC, United

States). Cerebrospinal fluid was taken by lumbar puncture,

and urine samples were taken by suprapubic puncture. Where

there was significant clinical instability, making it difficult to

collect cerebrospinal fluid, and/or therewasoligoanuria,mak-

ing the urine sample difficult to obtain, the respective samples

were not taken.

Blood cultures were defined as positive when the same

microorganism with the same antimicrobial sensitivity grew

in both samples within 72 hours of collection.

The series of blood samples for the sequential CRP, IL-6

and TNF-α assays were taken at the time of clinical suspicion

and 24 and 48 hours after this time. The WBC was only per-

formed at the time the condition was first suspected. The

sample was preferably taken at the same time that samples

were being taken for routine ICU tests, by venipuncture, and

was the first sample taken before administration of the anti-

microbials. A 1 mL sample of blood was stored in a plastic tube

and promptly transported to the laboratory where it was pro-

cessed and the plasma frozen at -70 ºC.

All samples were assayed together at a later date by a

technician who was blind to the clinical history of the NB. Mea-

surements were taken using an automated analyzer (IMMU-

LITE® PILK6P-4, Euro/DPC Ltd, United Kingdom) by enzyme

immunometric assay-chemiluminescence, in accordancewith

the manufacturer’s instructions. The analytical sensitivity of

this method for CRP is 0.01 mg/dL; for IL-6 it is 5 pg/mL; and

for TNF-α it is 1.7 pg/mL. The calibration range is 15 mg/dL

for CRP, up to 1,000 pg/mL for IL-6 and up to 1,000 pg/mL for

TNF-α. Values greater and smaller than these were obtained

by extrapolation on the basis of the tests of linearity described

by the manufacturer of the reagents.

The treating team classified the patients 72 hours after

the onset of suspected sepsis on the basis of clinical develop-

ments and the results of the cultures and the routine WBC and

CRP. The treating team was therefore unaware of the results

of the assays performed for this research. The patients were

classified as one of the following:
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A - Sepsis confirmed by culture (CS): clinical status compat-

ible with sepsis and positive culture, whether from blood,

urine or cerebrospinal fluid samples;

B - Probable sepsis (PS): clinical status compatible with sep-

sis, WBC and/or CRP abnormal and/or chest X ray compat-

ible with pneumonia, but with negative cultures;

C - Not infected (NI): initial clinical status provoking suspi-

cion of sepsis, but clinical developments not compatible,

WBC and CRP normal and negative cultures.

After 72 hours’ administration, antimicrobials were sus-

pended for group C, but maintained for groups A and B.

The sample size was determined based on the sensitivity

of each diagnostic test, with satisfactory precision, and on a

study published by Silveira & Procianoy,15 who found sensi-

tivities of 90 and 87.9%, for IL-6 and TNF-α, respectively. The

level of significance was set at 5%, and it was assumed that

blood culture positivity would be 60% and that the precision

of sensitivitywouldbe10and11%, respectively,meaning that

the sensitivity of IL-6 could vary around 90±10% and that of

TNF-α around 87.9±11%. Based on these estimations, the

sample size was estimated at n = 69 patients.

The chi-square test, or the Fisher test when necessary,

was used to compare groups in terms of birth weight, sex,

nutritional status at birth, gestational age, age at suspicion of

sepsis and 1 and 5 minute Apgar scores.

Friedman analysis of variance and the Wilcoxon test were

applied to the medians of the CRP, IL-6 and TNF-α results in

order to compare groups and sample collection times.

Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves were plotted

in order to determine the cutoffs for the two cytokines and

CRP, based on data from analysis of the figures for the group

with confirmed sepsis and the uninfected NB. Sensitivity,

specificity, positive and negative predictive values and accu-

racy were calculated using the cutoffs obtained from the ROC

curve and 95% confidence intervals were calculated. The sig-

nificance level adopted was p < 0.05. Statistical calculations

were performed using the statistical package SPSS 7.5 for

Windows.

Results

From a total of 96 NB with suspected late sepsis, 14 were

rejected by the exclusion criteria. Therefore, a sample of 82

children was studied, being 42 NB with episodes of sepsis con-

firmedby culture, 16withprobable sepsis and24 childrenwho

were not infected.

These three groups of NB were comparable in terms of

birth weight, sex, gestational age, age at onset of symptoms

and Apgar scores. The median birth weight in the CS group

was 1603± 827.82 g; in the PS group it was 1760.94±878.86

g; and in the NI group it was 1970.21±1009.21 g. Male sex

was more common in all three groups (47.6% in the CS group,

81.3% in the PS group and 54.2% in the NI group). Median

gestational age was 31 weeks in the PS group, 33 weeks in

the PS group and 32 weeks in the NI group. Age at clinical

suspicion of sepsis was 14 days in the PS group, 12 in the PS

group and 10 in the NI group, and the proportion of children

with 5 minute Apgar scores ≥ 7 was 88, 100 and 96%, for

groups PS, CS and NI respectively.

In the confirmed sepsis group, primarybloodstream infec-

tions predominated (67% of cases), with a predominance of

S. epidermidis (16 cases) and S. aureus (12 cases). In 18

cases (43%) there was a local focus, being eight cases of

pneumonia, three of meningitis, five urinary tract infections

and two cases of necrotizing enterocolitis. Still with relation

to the same group, blood cultures were positive in 38 cases

(90%), and in just four cases the agent was only isolated from

urine samples. In all three cases of meningitis the blood cul-

tures were also positive and in one case of systemic candidi-

asis the blood and urine cultures were positive.

The WBC results in the CS group were considered abnor-

mal in 27 cases (64.3%) and normal in 15 (35.7%). The pat-

tern in the PS group was similar, with abnormal results in

11/16 patients (68.8%). In the NI group, results were abnor-

mal in just six cases (25%).

With relation to the serum markers, the cutoffs for CRP,

taken as the maximum point on the ROC curve, were as

follows: first measure (CRP1), 1.73 mg/dL; second measure

(CRP2), 1.16mg/dL; third measure (CRP3), 1.32 mg/dL. For

IL-6 the cutoffs were: first measure (IL-6 1), 25.8 pg/mL; sec-

ond measure (IL-6 2), 14 pg/mL; third measure (IL-6 3), 5.6

pg/mL. For TNF-α: the cutoffs were first (TNF1) and third

(TNF3) measures, 12.5 pg/mL; second measure (TNF2),

11pg/mL. The areas under the curves for these tests were:

CRP1, 0.92; CRP2, 0.94; CRP3, 0.93; IL-6 1, 0.85; IL-6 2,

0.72; IL-3, 0.66; TNF1, 0.84; TNF2, 0.80; and TNF3, 0.73.

The median CRP results were elevated at all three mea-

surement times in both septic groups, and with statistically

significant difference at all three points with relation to the NI

group (p < 0.0001). There were significant increases in

median from CRP1 to CRP2 in the CS group (p = 0.0019) and

the PS group (p = 0.0155). There was no statistical difference

between the three measures in the NI group (Table 1).

The median IL-6 values were statistically higher in the CS

group than in the NI group at all three measurement times (p

< 0.0001, p = 0.0024 and p = 0.0317, respectively). There

was a progressive and significant reduction from the first to

the second median (p = 0.0036) and from the second to the

third (p = 0.00174). In the PS group, the medians were also

statistically significant at all times (p = 0.0016, p = 0.0219

and p = 0.0373), and there was a significant drop from the

first to the second measure (p = 0.0052). The medians in the

NI group remained constant (Table 2).

The CS group had median TNF-α values significantly

higher than the NI group, at all three measurement times (p
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< 0.0001; p = 0.0002 and p = 0.0038, respectively), with a

reduction in median values from TNF1 to TNF2 (p = 0.0145)

and from TNF2 to TNF3 (p = 0.0320). In the PS group there

was no significant difference (p = 0.1668, p = 0.5209 and p =

0.9019) or reduction over time (p = 0.0830 and p = 0.1465).

The median in the NI group remained almost unaltered for all

three measurements (Table 3).

The CRP test exhibited high values for diagnostic proper-

ties at all three measurement points, with no significant varia-

tion over time for sensitivity (p = 0.1353), specificity (p = 1.0)

or accuracy (p = 0.1062), and with elevated values for nega-

tive predictive value at all three measurement points. The

accuracy of this test was superior to the WBC at all three mea-

surement times (p = 0.0335, p = 0.010 and p = 0.0024). The

values for sensitivity, specificity and accuracy for CRP1 were
similar to those for IL-6 1 (p = 0.9070, p = 0.9557 and p =
0.5502, respectively) and for TNF1 (p = 0.6594, p = 0.5947
and p = 0.7366, respectively). In the comparison between
CRP2 and IL-6 1 and TNF1, there were no statistical differ-
ences between values for sensitivity (p = 0.1118 for IL-6 1
and p = 0.0628 for TNF1) or for specificity (p = 0.9557 for
IL-6 1 and p = 0.5947 for TNF1), although accuracy was supe-
rior to TNF-α (p = 0.0349).

The sensitivity and specificity of the WBC were similar to
IL-6 1 (p = 01924 and p = 0.3033, respectively) and TNF1 (p
= 0.3485 and p = 0.5783, respectively), although with infe-
rior accuracy to IL-6 1 (p = 0.0459).

The IL-6 test was similar to the TNF-α test in terms of lev-
els of sensitivity (p = 0.7460), specificity (p = 0.6369) and

Table 1 - Median CRP results for the confirmed sepsis, probable sepsis and not infected groups for the three collection times

Collection time Confirmed sepsis (n = 42) Probable sepsis (n = 16) Not infected (n = 24) p*

CRP first measure 5.09 (0.56-30.60) 4.14 (0.19-31.30) 0.28 (0.01-3.61) < 0.0001

CRP second measure 9.90 (0.29-83.20) 9.93 (0.70-31.90) 0.51 (0.01-2.38) < 0.0001

CRP third measure 5.74 (0.11-144.00) 6.21 (0.46-60.90) 0.33 (0.02-3.20) < 0.0001

CRP = C-reactive protein.
Values expressed in mg/dL – median (variation).
* Statistically significant difference between the medians for the confirmed sepsis or probable sepsis groups with the not infected group.

Table 2 - Median IL-6 results for the confirmed sepsis, probable sepsis and not infected groups for the three sample collection times

Collection time Confirmed sepsis (n = 42)* Probable sepsis (n = 16)† Not infected (n = 24)

IL-6 first measure 63.15 (3.00-29,079.00) 133.50 (0.99-8,746.00) 5.00 (2.10-69.50)

IL-6 2 second measure 27.00 (1.60-23,818.00) 14.70 (1.40-1,047.00) 5.00 (1.30-52.30)

IL-6 3 third measure 9.05 (0.00-19,998.0) 6.30 (2.40-139.0) 5.00 (1.00-40.10)

IL-6 = interleukin-6.
Values expressed in pg/mL – median (variation).
* Statistically significant difference between medians for groups CS and NI in all three measurements (p < 0.0001; p = 0.0024 and p = 0.0317, respec-
tively).
† Statistically significant difference between medians for groups PS and NI in all three measurements (p < 0.0016; p = 0.0219 and p = 0.0373, respec-
tively).

Table 3 - Median TNF-α results for the confirmed sepsis, probable sepsis and not infected groups for the three collection times

Collection time Confirmed sepsis (n = 42)* Probable sepsis (n = 16)† Not infected (n = 24)

TNF-α first measure* 24.70 (4.80-397.00) 10.05 (0.02-47.70) 6.40 (2.10-29.70)

TNF-α second measure† 19.20 (4.30-376.00) 8.10 (2.00-37.20) 6.60 (0.75-30.40)

TNF-α third measure 15.00 (1.40-238.00) 6.7 (2.30-28.50) 7.00 (3.70-17.30)

TNF-α = tumor necrosis factor alpha.
Values expressed in pg/mL – median (variation).
* Statistically significant difference between medians for groups CS and NI in all three measurements p < 0.0001; p = 0.0002 and p = 0.0038, respec-
tively).
† No statistically significant difference between medians for groups PS and NI in any of the three measurements (p = 0.1668; p = 0.5209 and p = 0.9019,
respectively).
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accuracy (p = 0.3067) at the first measurement. There was
no significant difference between the first and second IL-6
measurements or between the first and third IL-6 measure-
ments in sensitivity (p = 0.1924), specificity, (p = 0.7289 and
0.3033) or accuracy (p = 0.9044 and 0.950). The TNF-α
results exhibited the same pattern, with no statistical differ-

ence in sensitivity (p = 0.273), specificity (p = 0.1775) or

accuracy (p = 0.6486) between TNF1 and TNF2.

In general, combining tests did not prove superior to each

marker assayed in isolation. However, combining WBC with

CRP2 offered a sensitivity superior to WBC in isolation (p =

0.0018), and taking the series of CRP assays offered a signifi-

cant increase in sensitivity when compared with the initial

assay alone (p = 0.0321). The values of these diagnostic test

properties are listed in Table 4.

Discussion

The sample studied here is representative of the popula-

tion normally seen at neonatal intensive care centers, with a

predominance of very low weight preterm NB and a predomi-
nance of gram-positive cocci as the agents of late neonatal
sepsis. Coagulase-negative staphylococcus have been the
agents most commonly isolated from blood cultures in late
neonatal sepsis,12,16 although they are the most common
contaminating agents. The fact that these agents grew in two

blood culture samples and had the same antimicrobial resis-

tance profile helped to define them as the agents responsible

for the sepsis.

This study has shown that the WBC offers comparable

diagnostic accuracy to that of IL-6 andTNF-α assays, although

it is not as accurate as sequential CRP tests. The values for

sensitivity and specificity in the literature vary widely, since

there are significant differences in definitions used to count

total neutrophils and sub-fractions; with sensitivity varying

from 17 to 100% and specificity from 31 to 100%.7,17-19 The

elevated negative predictive value of the WBC has been con-

sidered a valuable attribute, allowing clinicians greater confi-

dence when ruling out a suspicion of late neonatal sepsis.7,19

Table 4 - Figures for sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values and accuracy at the three different measurement times for

CRP, IL-6, TNF-α and WBC

Test Sensitivity (95%CI) Specificity (95%CI) PPV NPV Accuracy (95%CI)

CRP

First measure 78.6 (66.2-100.0) 87.5 (74.3-100.0) 91.7 70.0 81.8 (72.5-91.1)

Second measure 90.5 (81.6-99.4) 87.5 (74.3-100.0) 92.7 84.0 89.4 (82.0-96.8)

Third measure 85.7 (75.1-96.3) 91.7 (80.6-100.0) 94.7 78.6 87.9 (80.0-95.8)

IL-6

First measure 77.5 (64.9-90.4) 87.0 (73.2-100.0) 91.2 69.0 81.0 (71.3-90.6)

Second measure 64.3 (49.8-78.8) 83.3 (68.4-98.2) 87.1 67.1 71.2 (60.3-82.1)

Third measure 64.3 (49.8-78.8) 75.0 (57,7-92.3) 81.8 54.5 68.2 (56.9-79.4)

TNF-α

First measure 74.3 (59.8-86.8) 81.8 (65.7-97.9) 86.7 66.7 77.2 (66.3-88.1)

Second measure 71.8 (57.7-85.9) 86.4 (72.0-100.0) 90.3 63.3 77.0 (66.5-87.6)

Third measure 62.2 (46.5-77.8) 95.2 (86.1-100.0) 95.8 58.8 74.1 (62.9-85.4)

hite blood cell count 64.3 (49.8-78.8) 75.0 (58.7-92.3) 81.8 54.5 68.2 (56.9-79.4)

Combinations

WBC + CRP1 87.5 (74.3-100.0) 90.9 (78.9-100.0) 91.3 87.0 89.1 (80.1-98.1)

WBC + CRP2* 100.0 (100.0-100.0) 94.1 (82.9-100.0) 95.8 100.0 97.5 (92.7-100.0)

CRP1 + CRP2† 95.0 (88.2-100.0) 84.2 (67.8-100.0) 92.7 88.9 91.5 (84.4-98.6)

CRP1 + IL-6 1 88.0 (75.3-100.0) 90.0 (76.9-100.0) 91.7 85.7 88.9 (79.7-98.1)

CRP1 + TNF1 95.2 (86.1-100.0) 94.1 (82.0-100.0) 95.2 94.1 94.7 (87.6-100.0)

CRP2 + IL-6 1 93.5 984.9-100.0) 90.5 (77.9-100.0) 93.5 90.5 92.3 (85.1-99.6)

CRP2 + TNF1 95.8 (87.8-100.0) 94.1 (82.9-100.0) 95.8 94.1 95.1 (86.5-100.0)

IL-6 1 + TNF1 87.0 (73.2-100.0) 94.1 (82.9-100.0) 95.2 90.0 90.0 (80.7-99.30)

95%CI = 95% confidence interval; CRP = C-reactive protein; IL-6 = interleukin-6; NPV = negative predictive value; PPV = positive predictive value;
TNF-α = tumor necrosis factor alpha; WBC = white blood cell count. The number of test indicates the collection time.
* Statistically significant difference between the sensitivity with this combination and with the WBC in isolation (p = 0.018).
† Statistically significant difference between the sensitivity with this combination and with CRP1 (p = 0.0321).
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The CRP test proved to be a good diagnostic marker, supe-

rior to the WBC and with comparable performance to the two

cytokines, even for the first measurement and even though

this has traditionally been considered a later marker since

there is an interval between the infectious stimulus and the

increase in CRP production and serum concentration. On the

other hand, its elevated negative predictive value has also

been shown to be clinically important, since sequential serum

assay results that remain normal are an indicator, with a rea-

sonable degree of certainty, that the child is not infected. Ben-

itz et al.20 found that, during episodes of late sepsis, using

sequential samples increased sensitivity from 61.5 to 84.4%

and specificity from 68.9% to 74.6%, comparing an initial

sample with one taken 24 hours later.

The diagnostic test properties given in studies of late neo-

natal sepsis also vary widely, with sensitivity oscillating

between 39 and 97.5% and specificity between 47 and 100%.

These oscillations are the result of differences in collection

(single or a sequence), assay method, variations in the cut-

offs defined and differences in the definition of sepsis itself

(which is not always confirmed by culture).19-23

The diagnostic accuracy of IL-6 also proved to be good,

and, although a significant reduction was observed in the

median level of this marker over time, the sensitivity, speci-

ficity and accuracy did not alter significantly. Procianoy & Sil-

veira24 also report that the timing of sample collection is

important to detecting high levels of this cytokine in plasma.

In the majority of sepsis cases serum levels return to normal

in less than 48 hours.25-27 The principal diagnostic utility of

this cytokine is as an early marker; later assays can be dis-

pensed with since they could result in interpretation

errors.15,28

Tumor necrosis factor alpha exhibited a similar perfor-

mance to IL-6 for diagnosis of late sepsis at all three collec-

tion times. Roman et al.29 found higher figures for sensitivity

and specificity (91.3 and 100%, respectively). However, this

difference can be explained by the smaller number of chil-

dren in the studyand the significant proportionof childrenwho

suffered shock and/or death. Ng et al. (1997),30 performed a

study of late sepsis in 68 very low birth weight NB and dem-

onstrated elevated values for sensitivity (82%), specificity

(86%), positive predictive value (82%) and negative predic-

tive value (85%), maintaining an elevated value 24-48 hours

after the first test.

When combinations of the tests were analyzed, the per-

formance of WBC combined with CRP was significantly better

than when used in isolation, and sequential CRP assays also

had better sensitivity, and a very high negative predictive

value. This being so, since both tests are routine in neonatal

intensive care units, the correct use and interpretation of

these tests are of great value.

Adding the two cytokine assays at the time of clinical sus-

picion to these two routine tests did not improve upon the

assays in isolation, even thoughmanyauthorshave foundevi-

dence that diagnostic power is increased by combining CRP

with IL-6 and TNF-α.15,30

The group of probable sepsis cases had WBC abnormali-

ties and elevated levels of CRP and of the two cytokines, mak-

ingavery similar profile to thegroupof sepsis cases confirmed

by culture. This shows that these cases most probably were

indeed sepsis, despite the negative cultures. Other studies

have also described similar findings and some have included

these children with those with confirmed sepsis.7,21,26

In conclusion, it was possible to demonstrate that using

WBC and CRP was comparable to the IL-6 and TNF-α tests,

allowing earlier diagnosis of late neonatal sepsis. Taking into

consideration that these tests offer the advantages of being

more often available, of having more standardized methods

and having more accessible costs, they can be of aid in taking

the difficult medical decision of whether or not to initiate anti-

microbial treatment when faced with an NB with a suspicion

of sepsis.
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